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About this consultation 
 
On 11 October 2017, the Greater London Authority closed a survey on its role in civil society in 
London. 
 

About London Youth 
 
London Youth is a federation of over 400 community youth organisations in London. We are a 
youth charity on a mission to improve the lives of young people in London, challenging them to 
become the best they can. Young people need opportunities outside school to have fun with their 
friends, to learn new skills, to make a positive change in their communities and to shape the city 
they live in. 
 
We deliver a broad range of meaningful benefits to our members, including funded opportunities, 
training and professional development, specialist member networks on issues affecting young 
people, Quality Mark accreditation, policy and influencing voice, and research that evidences the 
needs of the young people and the youth sector. With members and partners, we deliver sports, 
arts, and youth social action programmes, as well as the Talent Match London employability 
programme to young people in London. 
 
We also run two residential centres, Hindleap Warren in East Sussex and Woodrow High House 
in Buckinghamshire, that help young people develop their skills and confidence through specialist 
outdoor education. 
 
We directly develop the confidence, resilience and relationship skills of over 27,000 children and 
young people each year through our programmes and reach tens of thousands more through our 
membership network. 
 
London Youth believes it is vital to connect those who make decisions with young people and the 
over 400 youth organisations in our membership. We are able to facilitate: 

 Visits to community youth organisations; 

 Consultation on specific issues or programmes with young people and youth professionals; 

 Dissemination of opportunities or information to community youth organisations; and 

 Young people and youth professionals attending and speaking at events. 
 

Our response 
 

Consultation questions 
 

4) Please rank the biggest challenges faced by civil society today: 

 

1 Increasing need from Londoners 

2 Funding/money 

3 Issues are defined from the top down 

4 Inability to compete equally in commissioning 

5 Not having a place around the negotiating table 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/GLA_civil_society_strategy
http://londonyouth.org/
http://talentmatchlondon.org/
http://hindleapwarren.org/
http://woodrowhighhouse.org/
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6 Increasing devolution of social responsibility to civil society 

7 Difficulties measuring and sharing impact 

8 Inability to build up reserves 

9 Inability to congregate/find places to meet 

 

5) Please share any challenges not identified above: 

 

 Political uncertainty 

 Changing public trust of charities 

 Racial hostility in some of our communities 
 

6) Overall, how would you rate the GLA’s support to civil society in London? 

 

 3 /5 

7) Out of the GLA's activities in which civil society is engaged (listed below), please select all 
that you have heard of, been a part of, or would be interested in. 

 

 I have heard of I have been a part of I am interested in 

Policy creation and 
development 

X X X 

Commissioning   X 

Crowdfunding 
(matched funding for 
community groups to 
regenerate London) 

  X 

Formal consultation 
(statutory 
consultations) 

X X X 

Talk London (online 
discussion platform 
around issues for 
Londoners) 

  X 

Visits and meetings 
(by the GLA teams 
and representative) 

X X X 

People’s Question 
Time (free events to 
ask questions the 
Mayor and the 
Assembly) 

  X 

Other    
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8) Out of the following ways that civil society opinions could be sought by the GLA (list below), 
please select the ones 1) you know the GLA to do, 2) you have been a part of, 3) you would 
be interested in engaging with. 

 

 I have heard of I have been a part of I am interested in 

Roundtables X X X 

Hack days around 
issues 

  X 

Interviews   X 

Surveys X X X 

Consultation events X X X 

Online discussion 
platforms 

  X 

Attendance at 
assembly meetings 

X X X 

Other    

 

9) What would be your preferred way to work with/ engage with the GLA? 

 

 To input in policymaking: Roundtables  

 To input in commissioning practice: Consultation events 
 

10) What do you consider the most relevant reason to engage with the GLA? 

 

 Inputting into policymaking: as part of an advisory group or similar structure 
 

11) At which part of the policy making cycle would you most like to contribute to? 

 

 Agenda setting 
 

12) What do you see as the main obstacles to engaging with the GLA? (please select up to 3 
responses) 

 
Other: We know the GLA values community and voluntary organisations, such as youth charities, 
as integral parts of their community strategy and service delivery models. Yet, sometimes the 
engagement can have too light a touch or not come early enough for participants to be able to 
genuinely add value and influence policy and decision making.  
 
Ideally, the GLA should put in place structures to talk regularly with key organisations, such as 
membership groups like London Youth. These could work in parallel with consultation, yet allow 
for an increased flow of insights and information and increase the potential to influence at as early 
stage as possible.  
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13) What would you most need to be more active and engaged with the GLA (please select 
up to 3 responses) 

 

 Information on policy issues and GLA activities 

 Access to data about issues and sectors 

 Other: In each situation, GLA should be clear on what they can provide in terms of 
delivering or achieving any changes or proposals coming out of the engagement. GLA 
should also be clear about where they can offer funding, direct commissioning, or 
convening for potential corporate involvement, etc. 
 

14) What types of programmes would encourage you to develop new ways of working or 
innovate? (please select all that apply) 

 

 Sharing of intangible assets 

 Fellowships/incubation programmes 

 Mapping of existing work 

 Other: Fellowships and incubation programmes tailored specifically to the needs of 
charities and community organisations. Investment is needed in these as well as in skills 
development (e.g., in user-led design). 

 

15) What do you see as the GLA’s biggest asset? 

 

 Networks and connections 
 

16) Optional: What structures and methods could be used to bring together civil society 
groups and leaders to tackle the big issues facing London? 

 
The GLA should implement structures that ensure the inclusion of diverse community 
stakeholders in decision-making and earlier-stage engagement. The engagement with community 
and voluntary organisations should extend beyond formal consultation into regular working 
relationships, sharing insights and opportunities, and creating together. The GLA should consider 
identifying membership organisations as partners for regular ongoing interactions, so as to avoid 
creating new structures. 
 
The GLA should consider how to support continuous improvement activities for civil society 
organisations; how to support their capability to innovate, increase an evidence-based approach, 
shared quality assurance, provide resources to collaborate and increase co-delivery with others 
locally, so strengthening our existing ecosystem of support for people. The GLA should also 
consider how this existing ecosystem can in turn support tackling key challenges, such as racial 
disparity. 
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17) Optional: How can the GLA ensure that London grassroots organisations can have a say, 
be involved in policy production and have their voices heard? 

 
As an organisation, the GLA can do more to recognise the unique role that community and 
voluntary organisations, such as youth charities, have in creating positive change in London. The 
GLA sometimes struggles to effectively reach out to, and draw out the expertise of, organisations 
of differing size and offer, especially those without the resources to commit to consultations. 
Because of this, the GLA should consider regular engagement opportunities, lighter touch 
opportunities for contributions, and ways through membership organisations to ensure diversity of 
contributions. 
 
The GLA should ensure a clear approach for young people, as distinct from children. Focus and 
provision can tend towards schools as a vehicle for intervention, which can mean that needs and 
specific challenges for young people are tackled in a less coordinated way. Consultations need to 
be clearer in distinguishing between these two audiences and seeking contributions from 
organisations with relevant expertise and provision for each. Grassroots organisations working 
with young people may feel less inclined to contribute or may feel their response is less valued 
when consultations combine these groups together or seemingly focus on the role of schools 
without considering the role of community-based youth provision. 
 
GLA hasn’t supplied a downloadable summary of all the consultation questions for this survey; the 
only way to engage is through the online portal. This lends itself to a single representative 
completing the survey for the organisation, rather than enabling for combining a range of 
responses or expertise within an organisation. This can make it harder for an organisation to 
engage members, or include diverse stakeholders, because they cannot easily circulate a 
document for discussion and wider contributions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                              Get in touch 
 

Samuel Howell, Policy Officer | samuel.howell@londonyouth.org 

47-49 Pitfield Street, London, N1 6DA | Tel: 020 7549 8800 

londonyouth.org | @LondonYouth | #goodyouthworkworks 

London Youth is the operating name of The Federation of London Youth Clubs, a Registered  
Charity (Number 303324) and a Company Limited by Guarantee (Number 258577) 

 

mailto:samuel.howell@londonyouth.org
http://londonyouth.org/
https://twitter.com/LondonYouth
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